State of Hawaii, Department of Health
Medical Marijuana Registry Program
5,807 Valid Registered Patients for Hawaii Island
(on July 28, 2017)

- Any zip code with 5 or fewer patients is not reflected on this map.
- Any patient with an invalid zip code has been removed from this data set.
- The total number of patients reflected on this map may not match the quarterly/monthly program data posted on the Medical Marijuana Registry website due to 1) "island of residence" indicated by patients upon registration does not match the zip code provided for their residence address and 2) the date the data was run.
- The data on this map reflects the actual residence zip code provided, if valid, whereas the quarterly program data reflects the "island of residence" as identified by the patient.

This map was produced by the Office of Planning (OP) for planning purposes. It should not be used for boundary interpretations or other spatial analysis beyond the limitations of the data. Information regarding compilation dates and accuracy of the data presented can be obtained from OP.

Map No.: 20160715-01-DK
Map Date: 07/15/16
Sources:
State of Hawaii, Department of Health
Medical Marijuana Registry Program
1,941 Valid Registered Patients for Kauai Island
(on July 28, 2017)

- Any zip code with 5 or fewer patients is not reflected on this map.
- Any patient with an invalid zip code has been removed from this data set.
- The total number of patients reflected on this map may not match the quarterly/monthly program data posted on the Medical Marijuana Registry website due to 1) "island of residence" indicated by patients upon registration does not match the zip code provided for their residence address and 2) the date the data was run.
- The data on this map reflects the actual residence zip code provided, if valid, whereas the quarterly program data reflects the "island of residence" as identified by the patient.

This map was produced by the Office of Planning (OP) for planning purposes. It should not be used for boundary interpretations or other spatial analysis beyond the limitations of the data. Information regarding compilation dates and accuracy of the data presented can be obtained from OP.

Map No.: 20160715-04-DK
Map Date: 07/15/16

Sources:
State of Hawaii, Department of Health
Medical Marijuana Registry Program
3,949 Valid Registered Patients for Maui Island
(on July 28, 2017)

- Any zip code with 5 or fewer patients is not reflected on this map.
- Any patient with an invalid zip code has been removed from this data set.
- The total number of patients reflected on this map may not match the quarterly/monthly program data posted on the Medical Marijuana Registry website due to 1) "island of residence" indicated by patients upon registration does not match the zip code provided for their residence address and 2) the date the data was run.
- The data on this map reflects the actual residence zip code provided, if valid, whereas the quarterly program data reflects the "island of residence" as identified by the patient.

This map was produced by the Office of Planning (OP) for planning purposes. It should not be used for boundary interpretations or other spatial analysis beyond the limitations of the data. Information regarding compilation dates and accuracy of the data presented can be obtained from OP. Map No.: 20160715-02-OK
Map Date: 07/15/16
This map was produced by the Office of Planning (OP) for planning purposes. It should not be used for boundary interpretations or other spatial analysis beyond the limitations of the data. Information regarding completion dates and accuracy of the data presented can be obtained from OP. Map No.: 20160715-01-DK Map Date: 07/15/16

State of Hawaii, Department of Health
Medical Marijuana Registry Program
364 Valid Registered Patients for Molokai and Lanai
(on July 28, 2017)

- Any zip code with 5 or fewer patients is not reflected on this map.
- Any patient with an invalid zip code has been removed from this data set.
- The total number of patients reflected on this map may not match the quarterly/monthly program data posted on the Medical Marijuana Registry website due to 1) "island of residence" indicated by patients upon registration does not match the zip code provided for their residence address and 2) the date the data was run.
- The data on this map reflects the actual residence zip code provided, if valid, whereas the quarterly program data reflects the "island of residence" as identified by the patient.
State of Hawaii, Department of Health
Medical Marijuana Registry Program
5,774 Valid Registered Patients for Oahu Island
(on July 28, 2017)

This map was produced by the Office of Planning (OP) for planning purposes. It should not be used for boundary interpretations or other spatial analysis beyond the limitations of the data. Information regarding compilation dates and accuracy of the data presented can be obtained from OP.

Map No.: 20160715-03-DK
Map Date: 07/15/16
Sources:

- Any zip code with 5 or fewer patients is not reflected on this map.
- Any patient with an invalid zip code has been removed from this data set.
- The total number of patients reflected on this map may not match the quarterly/monthly program data posted on the Medical Marijuana Registry website due to 1) "island of residence" indicated by patients upon registration does not match the zip code provided for their residence address and 2) the date the data was run.
- The data on this map reflects the actual residence zip code provided, if valid, whereas the quarterly program data reflects the "island of residence" as identified by the patient.